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These approaches either assumed that the planner hadto have substantive a priori information about the lo-cation, shapes and sizes of obstacles, or assumed thatthe constraints on the robot (geometric and kinematic)were holonomic or integrable. In practice however mostreal world robotic systems have little a priori informa-tion about the shapes and size of the obstacles and inaddition include kinematic constraints that are nonholo-nomic (see section 1.1 for more details on nonholonomicconstraints). A few examples of nonholonomic systemsare, models of a front wheel drive car, dextrous manip-ulation or assembly with robotic hands, attitude controlof a satellite etc. As traditional path planners assume ar-bitrary motion they cannot be applied to nonholonomicrobots as they result in nonfeasible trajectories i.e. tra-jectories that do not satisfy the constraints on the con-�guration variables.More recently, researchers have been examining non-holonomic path planning in the presence of obsta-cles [Laumond, 1990; Barraquand and Latombe, 1989;Mirtich and Canny, 1992; Hu and Brady, 1995]. How-ever, while most of these planners provide some excel-lent results they are quite rigid in the choice of controllaws used to steer the robots and often do not exploit thecontrol laws available in control literature, for example[Murray and Sastry, 1990; Sussmann, 1991; Coron, 1992;de Wit and Sordalen, 1992]. They also assume near com-plete a priori information about the world and only ac-count for small changes in the environment.On the other hand behavior-based robots [Brooks,1986; Arkin, 1992], that use real-time \sensor-based" ap-proaches, have been able to handle more realistic mod-els of sensing. Perhaps best known among this work isBrooks' use of task achieving behaviors as the primarylevel of task decomposition. He introduces the concept ofa subsumption architecture which is essentially a struc-tured and layered set of behaviors with increasing lev-els of competence. These \reactive" systems typicallyexploit domain constraints, using clever algorithms toallow fast processing of complex sensor information (cf.[Horswill, 1993]). Although this approach has signi�cantadvantages from the point of view of architectural designand programming exibility, it has resisted mathemati-cal formalization and is not amenable to tests for opti-mality. Comparing two sets of behaviors, even within thesame task, is complex and the domain-dependent nature



of the solutions can cause these systems to be basicallyincommensurate { one may fail some times, one may failat other times and comparison is di�cult. In additionnature of these systems makes the improvement of be-haviors over time di�cult. 1The inability to integrate the underlying geometrywith real time sensor information stems from the lackof a powerful enough framework to integrate the twoapproaches. This paper is a step in the direction of pro-viding such a framework, integrating features of reactiveplanning with modern control-theory-based approachesto steer nonholonomic robots. As the �rst step, we in-troduce a motion description language, MDLe, that pro-vides a formal basis for robot programming using behav-iors, and at the same time permits incorporation of kine-matic models of robots given in the form of di�erentialequations. The structure of the language MDLe (basedon Brockett's MDL[Brockett, 1990]) allows descriptionsof triggers (generated by sensors) in the language. Feed-back and feedforward control laws are selected and exe-cuted by the triggering events.MDLe is particularly well suited to the demands ofnonholonomic motion-planning with limited range sen-sors. As nonholonomic robot models impose limitationson stabilizability via smooth feedback [Brockett, 1983],the ability to piece together open-loop and closed-looptrajectories becomes essential. MDLe enables one to de-scribe such piecing together in a systematic manner. Asan example of the strength of this language, we showthat it can be used to support a reactive planner fornonholonomic motion planning in the presence of obsta-cles, using limited range sensors for obstacles detection.In addition, the system assumes no a priori informationon the location and shapes of the obstacles.In section 1.1 we give a brief description of non-holonomic constraints that motivates the mathematicalmodel of the motion description language. In section 2we present details of MDLe, a language that provides aformal basis for specifying behaviors. An example of apath planner using the formalism of the language is pre-sented in section 3. We then describe how we can updateworld models in section 3.4 and provide examples of thesystem's performance. Section 4 includes �nal remarksand future directions for research.1.1 Nonholonomic ConstraintsIn addition to being subject to geometric constraintsmany robotic systems are subject to velocity constraints.These velocity constraints are represented by relationsbetween generalized coordinates and their velocities, andare written in matrix form asA(q) _q = 0 (1)where q 2 IRn determines the generalized coordinates,_q are the generalized velocities and A(q) 2 IRk�n rep-resents a set of k velocity constraints. We also assumethat A(q) has full row rank. Since a kinematic constraintrestricts the allowable velocities and not necessarily thecon�guration, it is not always possible to represent it as1However, see [Stein, 1994] for an approach to maplearning.

Feasible Trajectory

Nonfeasible TrajectoryFigure 1: Nonfeasible trajectories due to nonholonomicconstraintsan algebraic constraint on the con�guration space. Akinematic constraint is said to be integrable if there ex-ists a vector valued function h : Q! IRk such thatA(q) _q = 0 ) @h@q _q = 0 (2)An integrable kinematic constraint is hence equivalentto a holonomic constraint. Kinematic constraints thatare not integrable are said to be nonholonomic. Theconstraint (1) de�nes a (2n � k) dimensional smoothmanifoldM = f(q; _q)jA(q) _q = 0g. These kinematic con-straints generate a set of constraint forces so as to ensurethat the system does not move in the direction of therows of the constraint matrix (see �g 1). In mechanicalsystems such constraints are often those of rolling with-out slipping, conservation of angular momentum etc. Ifthe controls u(t) 2 IRm satisfy n � k � m < n then thekinematics are su�cient to model the system and (1) canbe written in the form of a drift free control system_x = mXi=1 bi(x)ui; (3)with state x(t) and control u(t), and each bi is a vector�eld. Often such drift free (completely) nonholonomicsystems are controllable (cf. [Murray et al., 1994]). Inthe rest of the paper we assume that a nonholonomicrobot is modeled by di�erential equations of the form(2), and the system is controllable.2 Language for Motion PlanningTo formalize behaviors that control a nonholonomicrobot, we must provide a formal basis for the motions(in terms of control laws) and a basis for such items asreceipt of sensing information and behavioral changes(interrupts) upon receiving certain such items. MDLeprovides a formal language for specifying these items ina kinetic state machine2 which can be thought of as thecontinuous analog of a �nite automaton. In the frame-work of MDLe these kinetic state machines are governedby di�erential equations of the form_x = mXi=1 bi(x)ui; y = h(x) 2 IRp (4)2The concept of kinetic state machines was �rst intro-duced by Brockett [Brockett, 1990].



where x(�) : IR+ = [0;1)! IRnui : IR+ � IRp ! IR(t; y(t)) 7! ui(t; y(t))and each bi is a vector �eld in IRn.We now de�ne the atoms of the motion language astriples of the form (U; �; T ) whereU = (u1; � � �um)0(where ui is as de�ned earlier). To formalize the notionof behavior change caused by the presence of obstacles,we de�ne � : IRk ! f0; 1gs(t) 7! �(s(t))a boolean function, T 2 IR+ and s(�) : [0; T ] ! IRk is ak dimensional signal that represents the output of the ksensors. � can be interpreted as an interrupt or triggerto the system which is activated in a case of emergency(for example, we might have such an interrupt used whenthe robot gets too close to an obstacle). We denote bT ;the time (measured with respect to the initiation of theatom) at which an interrupt was received i.e. � changesstate from 1 to 0.If at time t0 the kinetic state machine receives an in-put atom (U; �; T ) the state will evolve governed by thedi�erential equation (1), as_x = B(x)U; 8 t; t0 � t � t0 +min[ bT ; T ]:If the kinetic state machine receives an input string(U1; �1; T1) � � � (Un; �n; Tn) then the state x will evolveaccording to_x = B(x)U1; t0 � t � t0 +min[cT1; T1]:..._x = B(x)Un; t0 + � � �+min[dTn�1; Tn�1]� t � t0 + � � �+min[cTn; Tn]: (5)Hence we may denote a kinetic state machine as a seven-tuple (U ;X ;Y ;S; B; h; �), whereU = C1(IR+ � IRp; IRm) is an input (control) space;X = IRn is the state space,Y = IRp is an output space,S � IRk is the sensor signal space,B is an IRn�m matrix (kinematic constraints matrix),h : X ! Y maps the state space to the output spaceand� : S ! f0; 1g maps the sensor output to the set f0; 1g:A major point of departure from Brockett's MDL, is thatwe �nd it necessary to bring input scaling into the pic-ture as this provides considerable exibility and also pro-vides a basis for the comparison of behaviors (as will bediscussed later).De�nition: Given an atom, (U; �; T ), de�ne(�U; �; �T ), � 2 IR, � 2 IR+ as the corresponding scaledatom and denote it as (�; �)(U; �; T ).De�nition: An alphabet � is a �nite setof atoms, i.e (U; �; T ) triples. Thus � =

f(U1; �1; T1); � � � ; (Un; �n; Tn)g for some �nite n or equiv-alently � = f�1; � � � ; �ng where �i denotes the triple(Ui; �i; Ti), such that �i 6= (�; �)(�j ) � 2 IR; � 2 IR+and i = 1; � � �n; j = 1 � � �n.To use this scaling we introduce the notions of extendedalphabet and language. (To simplify notation in the restof the discussion we denote the scaled atom (1; 1)�i sim-ply by �i.)De�nition: An extended alphabet �e is the in�nite setof scaled atoms, i.e. triples (�U; �; �T ) derived from thealphabet �.De�nition: A language �� (respectively ��e) is de�nedas the set of all strings over the �xed alphabet � (re-spectively extended alphabet �e).This now lets us formally de�ne a behavior as astring in this language, and also to de�ne the complexity(length) of a behavior as well as describe its duration ina particular planning sequence:De�nition: A behavior � is an element (i.e. word)of the extended language ��e 3. For example, given analphabet � = f�1; �2g, a behavior � could be the string(�1; �1)�1(�2; �2)�2(�3; �3)�1:De�nition: The length of a behavior denoted by j�j isthe number of atoms (or scaled atoms) in the behavior.De�nition: The duration T (�) of a behavior� = (�i1; �i1)(Ui1; �i1; Ti1) � � � (�il; �il)(Uil; �il; Til)executed beginning at time t0 is the sum of the timeintervals for which each of the atoms in the behaviorwas executed. That is,T (�) = t0 +min[cT1; �i1Ti1] + � � �+min[cTn; �ilTil] (6)Using this formal de�nition of behavior, we can nowde�ne motion-planning problems in terms of sequencesof behaviors that enable the robot to reach a goal:De�nition: Given a kinetic state machine and a world-model, a plan � is de�ned as an ordered sequence ofbehaviors, which when executed achieves the given goal.For example a plan � = f�3�1�n � � �g could be generatedfrom a given language where each behavior is executed inthe order in which they appear in the plan. The lengthof a plan � is given by j�j =P j�ij and the duration ofthe plan is given by T (�) = PT (�i). In a particularcontext there may be more than one plan that achievesa given goal.At �rst, it appears that, to generate a plan to steer asystem from a give initial state x0 to a �nal state xf re-quires complete a priori information of the world, whichis not available in many instances of path planning. Inthe absence of such complete a priori information aboutthe world W , the planning system has to generate a se-quence of plans based on the limited information aboutW that it has, which when concatenated will achievethe required goal. We refer to these plans that are gen-erated on limited information to achieve some subgoalas partial plans �p.Given a system which can use a set of partial plans toreach a goal, one obvious way to produce a plan to steer3To account for constraints one might limit behaviors tolie in a sublanguage B � ��e . This will be explored in futurework.



the system from a given initial state xo to a �nal statexf is to use these partial plan to reach the �nal state,and then to store the result as a plan consisting of: � =c�1pc�2p � � �c�np where b�ip is the partial plan consistingof only those behaviors and atoms in each behavior thathave been executed for t > 0.The length of a plan is given by j�j = Pni=1 j�ij andthe time of execution of the plan is given by T (�) =Pni=1 T (�i).(Note that as a partial plan is generated with limitedinformation of the world, not all the behaviors and notevery atom in a behavior generated by the partial planmay be executed at run time because there may be sev-eral �'s with the same �'s. For example, Let us considera behavior �i = �1�2�3 � � ��n. Let us assume that theatom �1 is interrupted by �1 at bT . Now as explainedearlier �2 will begin to execute. But if �2 = �1 the atom�2 will not be executed and (depending of course on �3)�3 will begin to execute.Given an algorithm that generates a plan � we de�nea candidate measure of performance �(�) of the plan as�(�) = T (�) + � j�j (7)where � is a normalizing factor having the units of time.(One need not limit oneself to such additive combina-tions although this is the only case used here.)De�ning a performance measure for a path planneris a rather di�cult task as it is largely dependent onthe goal the robot seeks to achieve. Some path plan-ners use the total time to achieve the goal as a measureof performance. In many situations one might be inter-ested in not only the time but also on the smoothnessof the path traversed or the number of times switchingbetween di�erent controls was necessary. For exampleconsider the task of parallel parking of a car. One mightbe able to achieve the goal by using only open-loop con-trols but switching between them at regular intervals,hence possibly reducing the time to achieve the goal butcompromising on the smoothness of the path. On theother hand if one uses a time dependent feedback law,the same task could be achieved, possibly by movingalong a smooth trajectory but this time taking a longertime to achieve the goal. This indicates a trade-o� be-tween two competing requirements which is captured bythe performance measure (4).We now de�ne the optimal performance of a plan as�(�)optimal = minfT (�) + � j�jg: (8)Here the minimization is performed over the subset ofplans generated by the subset B of admissible behaviors.Due to space limitations, the above has been necessar-ily terse and short on examples. For more detail and forexamples of kinetic state machines, behaviors and per-formance measures the interested reader is referred to[Manikonda et al., 1995].3 Path Planning and ObstacleAvoidanceUsing the language de�ned above, we now present a plan-ner which allows us to do task-planning and obstacle

avoidance for a nonholonomic robot with limited rangesensors. As should be clear from the above, under ourframework this involves the generation of partial plansgiven local sensor information, such that in a global sensethe robot is steered towards the goal. Although in gen-eral the partial plans generated will largely depend onthe choice of the state machine (the di�erential equa-tions governing the robot and the sensor information),in this section we describe a fairly general purpose plan-ner and its implementation details in MDLe. The taskof the planner is out lined as follows:1. Interpret local sensor information to generate a\control point" and an obstacle free neighborhoodcontaining this \control point" to which the robotis to be steered.2. From the given alphabet select atoms (U; �; T ) thatcould be used to steer the robot (in general, depend-ing on the richness of the alphabet (�), there couldbe more than one behavior to steer the robot to thecontrol point).3. Calculate the scaling factor � (crucial, as it deter-mines the speed of the robot). Having calculated �,calculate or approximate �, the duration for whicheach atom is to be executed.4. Generate an optimal partial plan, by minimizing theperformance measure (8). The minimization is per-formed over the admissible behaviors.5. Execute the partial plan and update runtime infor-mation regarding actual time of execution of behav-iors in the partial plan, sensor information etc.6. Given an updated world and partial plans generatean optimal plan.Planning is being done at two levels - global and lo-cal. For local planning, obstacle free (non)feasible pathsare generated using potential functions assuming thatthe robot is holonomic. A partial plan (feasible path) isthen generated that obeys the constraints in the con�g-uration variables. As feasible trajectories are only ap-proximations to the trajectories generated using poten-tial functions, collision with obstacles could occur whiletracing them. While the robot is in motion, collisionsare avoided by using the sensor information to triggerinterrupts as described previously.At a global level heuristics, along with the world mapgenerated while the robot is en route to the goal, areused to solve the problem of cycles. In the remainder ofthis section we describe this planner in more detail.Critical to the planner is sensor information (locationand calibration of sensors), the generation of \controlpoints" and obstacle free neighborhoods, and selectingof atoms. Each of these is explained in some detail inthe following subsections. One should note here that theplanner could be used with most nonholonomic robot,by selecting the corresponding alphabet and associatingrules with the selection of atoms. In our simulations wehave assumed that the robot is modeled along the linesof a unicycle.
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Figure 2: Location and Calibration of IR sensors3.1 Location and Calibration of Sensors onthe RobotFor purposes of obstacle detection, ranging and map-ping, the planner assumes that the robots are providedwith infrared/ultrasonic sensors located as shown in theFig. 2. Bump sensors are located along the body of therobot. Optical encoders mounted on the motors pro-vide position and velocity feedback. The infrared sen-sors are classi�ed as Sieye if they are located in the eye,as Sibody if they are located along the sides or as Sitailif they are located at the rear of the robot. The sensorsreturn distance information and we shall refer to the dis-tance information returned as �ieye or �ibody dependingon which sensor detects an object along its line of sight.The sensors are calibrated such that the maximum rangeof each of these sensors is on the boundary of a circle ofradius Rmax centered at C. The sensors located at therear of the robot are normally turned o� and are turnedon only when the robot is reversing. While reversingthey function in a manner similar to those of the eye.De�nition : The obstacle free disk Bofd(C; �ofd) is de-�ned as a disk of radius �ofd (�ofd � Rmax) centeredat C (see Fig. 2) such that there are no obstacles in thisdisk, i.e. �ofd =min[�ieye; �jbody; �ktail]; i = 1; :::n; j =1:::n &k = 1:::n: Any trajectory that lies within this balldoes not intersect the boundaries of obstacles.As the distance between the robot and the obstacles de-creases, due to the nonholonomic constraints steeringmight become more di�cult and the planner might needto adopt a di�erent control scheme to steer the robot.Let Rcrt � Rmax denote the radius of the ball centeredat C such that the planner needs to use a di�erent setof controls to steer the robot from xo to xf 2 @�ofd,the boundary of the obstacle free disk. (Rcrt can bedetermined empirically or analytically depending on therobot.)Hence the problem of generating partial plans reducesto (i) planning in an obstacle free disk with �ofd > Rcrtand (ii) planning in an obstacle free disk such that �ofd �Rcrt. Each of the cases is discussed later.3.2 Navigation Task CompositionThe task of navigation and obstacle avoidance can bedecomposed into a number of subtasks each being exe-cuted at a certain level in the control architecture. Referto Fig. 3 for a diagram of task decomposition.Read sensors involves reading the distance informa-tion returned by the sensors and determining the the
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Read sensorsFigure 3: Navigation Task Decompositionlargest obstacle free disk centered around the robot suchthat the trajectories that lie in this disk are guaranteednot to intersect with the boundaries of the obstacle. Inthe implementation of the control strategy, the sensorsare read continuously and distance information and �ofd(the radius of the obstacle free disk) are updated into aglobal variable which is used to update the world and isalso used by execute plan as an input to the interruptfunction �. (Observe that under our approach we modelthe world as a network of obstacle free regions ratherthan mapping the obstacles.)Update world involves periodic addition of nodesto the network. In the actual implementation of theplanner we di�erentiate between the local world and theglobal world. The local world is represented as a linkedlist of intersecting obstacle-free disks, each of which isadded to the list in the order they were visited over some�nite interval of time. Each node contains informationregarding the sensor distance information and �ofd.Partial plans use this information to generate behav-iors that steer the robot to the boundary of the disk. Af-ter the complete or partial execution of the partial plan,the robot generates the next partial plan based on thesensor information available at that instant. Note thateven though the sensors are continuously being moni-tored, a new node is added to the list only when a newpartial plan needs to be generated. Hence as shown inFig. 4 the world is updated at time instances correspond-ing to the points A, B, C and so on. The global world isobtained after patching together local world informationand using the clean up operation to remove redundantinformation.
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Figure 4: World UpdateGenerate Plan/Partial Plan - This involves theinterpretation of the sensor information, and languageto generate a sequence of behaviors that will steer therobot from its current location to a desired location. Ifa partial plan is being generated the desired location lieson the boundary of the obstacle free disk. The genera-tion of plans/partial plans is discussed in further detailin subsections 3.3 and 3.4



In the implementation of the planner, the data struc-ture of a plan is a linked list of atoms, each atom beingrepresented by a structure that has information regard-ing the scaling factors (�; �), the interrupt function �,the maximum time of execution of the kinetic state ma-chine, the inputs (controls) and a pointer to the kineticstate machine. As mentioned earlier it is possible thatwhile executing a partial plan only some of the behaviorsmay be executed as planned, some may be executed onlyfor a fraction of the the intended execution time and oth-ers may not be executed at all. Update Plan updatesthe �elds of each atom of the partial plan after it hascompleted its execution. Once the plans/partial planshave been generated, these plans have to be executed.Execute Plan involves decomposition of the plan intobehaviors and further into atoms. The kinetic state ma-chine is allowed to evolve as explained in section 2, equa-tion 2. Fig. 5 shows some paths generated by the plan-ner for a robot modeled along the lines of a unicycle.4It is important to note that while the plan is being ex-ecuted the sensors are being continuously scanned andare present in a low level feedback loop hence preventingany collisions with obstacles.
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Figure 5: Paths Generated by the PlannerAs the local world is a list of nodes, each of which isadded to the list as the robot generates partial plans it ispossible that while generating a plan the robot may haveto revisit a node, and hence introducing redundant in-formation into the world. Cleanup keeps track of theseredundancies in the map and deletes/adds nodes in thelist.3.3 Planning in the Obstacle Free DiskTo �nd the best direction of travel in the obstacle freedisk we use the approach of potential functions. As in4It should be pointed out here that the obstacle-free disksgenerated by the planner violate the exact de�nition givenabove, but this is because in the simulator we have usedonly sensors of the eye to generate obstacle-free disks. Fornow, those obstacles that are not detected by the sensors aretreated as being in the blind spots of the robot.

the earlier work on path planning with potential func-tions, the idea behind our construction is based on elec-trostatic �eld theory - charges of the same sign repel andcharges of the opposite sign attract in accordance withCoulomb's law. Hence we assign a positive charge dis-tribution to the obstacles and the mobile robot and anegative charge distribution to the goal. The idea is toconstruct a vector �eld which will give the best directionof travel based on the location of the obstacles and thegoal.The robot is approximated to a point robot and assensors can detect only points on the boundaries of theobstacles that lie in their line of vision, we treat obsta-cles as a collection of point charges and assign chargesto them depending on which sensor detects them. Theintersection of the resultant gradient �eld with the cir-cumference of the obstacle free disks gives the desiredlocation to which robot is to be steered. (One shouldobserve here that unlike earlier approaches the gradient�eld is not directly used to steer the robot. As integralcurves of the resultant gradient �eld may not result infeasible trajectories we use the resultant gradient �eldonly to determine the scaling factors and xf on the cir-cumference of the obstacle free disk.)Once the initial and desired �nal state of the robotis known control inputs are chosen from those availablein the language to generate feasible trajectories to steerthe robot from the initial location to the �nal desiredlocation. If more than one such control achieves the taskthen the performance measure can be used to select theoptimum one.As we are using a kinematic model of the robot anunderlying assumption is that the robot is moving at lowvelocities and we can bring the robot to a halt simplyby turning o� the controls. To determine scaling factors,which are directly related to the velocities if the inputsto the equations governing the motion of the robot, weuse the sum total of both the attractive and repulsiveforces is used to determine the bounds on the velocitiesand hence the bounds on the scaling factors. A simpleexample of such a function is given byg(fa; fr) = ( vmax if 1k(kfak+kfrk) > vmax1k(kfak+kfrk) if 0 � 1k(kfak+kfrk) � vmaxwhere fa and fr are the net attractive and repulsiveforces acting on the robot. Observe that when the robotis close to either the obstacle, the goal or both, it moveswith a lower velocity hence making the kinematic modelmore realistic.By intelligently choosing weights on the charges (see[Manikonda, 1994] for more details) we can ensure thatthe robot either avoids the obstacle or gets close enoughto an obstacle such that �ofd � �crt in which case ittraces the boundaries of obstacles to a point where it�nds an edge or is heading in the direction of the goal.Remark :It is important to mention here that as we aremaking no assumptions on the location sizes or shapesof the obstacles guaranteeing the existence of a path isvery di�cult, though empirical results have shown thatif a path exists the robot has more often than not foundit. More importance here is stressed on the ability of the



planner to integrate real time sensor information withcontrol-theory-based approaches to steer nonholonomicsystems in a systematic way. As mentioned earlier non-holonomic robots impose limitations on stabilizabilityvia smooth feedback and the planner developed underthe framework of the language provides an elegant wayof piecing together of various control strategies.Tracing Boundaries The real behavior-based aspectsof our planner can be seen when tracing the boundariesof obstacles. Planning in B(C;Rcrt) is a closed loopplanning strategy which essentially results in a trace be-havior that traces the boundaries of the obstacles. Giventhe limited sensor and world information it is probablethat the direction of trace may have been wrong. Hencewe use a heuristic function f(x) = D(Xrobot; Xinit), theeuclidean distance between Xrobot and Xinit (the pointat which the trace behavior was started) as an estimateof how far the robot has strayed from the goal. Therobot traces the boundary as long as f < fs where fs issome permitted distance from where the trace behaviorwas started. If f > fs then we retrace path and tracethe boundary of the obstacle in the opposite direction.If terminal conditions for the trace are not met, we setfs = �fs; � > 1; and repeat.Remark: Retracing a path under this framework is arather simple task. Observing that the system is a driftfree system, retracing involves executing the past n par-tial plans in a reverse order with (��) scaling factor.3.4 World Model UpdateOnce the robot has explored the environment using lim-ited range sensors, it is natural to expect the robot togenerate plans of a better performance if it has to repeatthe same task or move to goal that lie in the explore re-gions. We suggest a \learning algorithm" that improvesthe performance of a plan to bring it closer to optimal.As described above, the plan to steer a robot consistsof a sequence of partial plans, where each partial plansteers the robot in some obstacle free disk of radius �ofd.In the rest of this section let us denote each of the obsta-cle free disks which were used to generate the ith partialplan as Bi and the ith partial plan as �pi . Further let usassume that n such partial plans were generated. Oncethe plan has been generated the planner makes the fol-lowing observations.(i). If Bi � Bj ; i = 1; � � �n; j = 1; � � �n (i.e. Bi iscontained in Bj) then obviously Bi contains redundantinformation. Thus if Bi � Bi+1 the partial plan �pi , thatsteers the robot from Ci to Ci+1, where Ci is the centerof the obstacle free disk, and partial plan �pi+1 that steersthe robot form Ci+1 to Ci+2 can be replaced by a partialplan b�pi that steers the robot from Ci to Ci+2. SinceBi � Bi+1 it is obvious that �(b�pi ) < �(�pi�pi+1)(ii). Observe that since Ci+1 lies on the boundary ofCi, we are guaranteed the existence of a trivial nonfeasi-ble trajectory (the straight line joining Ci with Ci+2)that lies entirely in BiSBi+1 i.e. the obstacle freearea enclosed by these two intersecting obstacle freedisks. Hence if there exists a partial plan b�pi that gen-

erates a feasible trajectory that can track this nonfea-sible trajectory and lie entirely in BiSBi+1 such that�(b�pi ) < �(�pi�pi+1) we can replace �pi�pi+1 by b�pi(iii) After the execution of (i) and (ii) we now have par-tial plans that steer the robot from Ci to Ci+j ; j 2f2; � � �ng such that the trajectory lies entirely in Si+ji Bi.The planner now explores the possibility of �nd-ing (non)feasible trajectories from Ci to Ci+j+k ; j 22; � � �n; k = 1; � � � ; n such that these trajectories lie en-tirely in Si+j+ki Bi and the performance of the plan thatgenerates this trajectory is better than the earlier one.Fig. 6 shows paths generated by the planner after ithas gained partial knowledge of the world it has exploredin its �rst attempt to reach the goal. The bold solid linesdenote the new trajectories (partial plans) generated af-ter partial knowledge of the world has been gained. Itclearly shows an improvement in the performance of theplanner as the length of the plan is nearly a third of theplan generated in the �rst attempt.Remarks: (i). One should note that generating plansof better performance does not necessarily imply thatjb�pi j < j�pi j where b�pi is the new plan but could simplyimply choosing the right scaling factors �; � such thatT (b�pi ) < T (�pi ).(ii). One need not restrict the generation on nonfeasibletrajectories to straight line segments, but could insteaduse arc or even curves that best �t the centers of theseobstacle free disks.
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Path generated after robot has partial
knowledge of its environment.Figure 6: Paths Generated by the Planner4 Final RemarksThis paper is an attempt to bring together aspects ofnonholonomic motion planning with robots as discussedby researchers in the communities of behavior-basedplanning and control theory. We provide a language,a framework and a hybrid architecture to integrate fea-tures of reactive planning methods with control-theoreticapproaches to steer nonholonomic robots. The hybridlanguage permits planning using a set of behaviors but atthe same time the incorporation of di�erential equations
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